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was a good book but it made me a little frustrated with how
they kept pushing each other away not opening up talking the
truth of their feelings just guessing how the other felt I did enjoy
Angelica s fight for her company against the stuffy VP s I also
thought the part when they were helping fight against the flood,
I thought it would move them together faster, but For a long
part of this book I actually kept thinking they aren t going to end
up together at the end This series was well written I enjoyed it
a lot I would like to know what happened between Deke
Tiffany, I wonder if there will be a book about them It would be
nice. These kinds of books make me want the throw up If you
like them i apologize but they re just so awful.This book
reminded me a lot of the movie The Proposal, staging a fake
wedding but in the end actually falling in love and having a real
wedding with real feelings This story takes place in Santa
Monica California and the main characters are Evan McCain
and Angelica Lassiter Angelica s family owns a big media
company but in her fathers will he states that she will be on top
and fires her ex fianc as CEO They then must pretend to be a
couple to make their friends wedding work Evan soon begins to
like this idea and the kisses aren t fake any The real question
is can he keep it together and trust her enough again for her to
become is bride These books are dumb I don t enjoy the idea
of reading soft porn every 5 pages in a book It s okay you want
to have sex but i don t need to know every single detail about
you making love , I don t care, I just don t The general story
line was okay but very redundant The ending is very for
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seeable based on the title Very uncreative and annoying
HUGE SPOILER IN THE TITLE I never would have dreamed
of reading this book on my own Reading it was such a struggle
and very boring I would never read anything like this again.The
end of the book really killed me I saw it coming from a million
miles away OBVIOUSLY YOU RE IN LOVE AND GOING TO
GET MARRIED no secrets there This book makes total sense
of the sappy stereotype of a fake love story. I like a good
reunion story, but I feel like Angie and Evan had gone too far
down a path to really forgive, forget, and move on A little
hashing out what happened to them would have been better,
but really I read how many books to find out the secret of the
will and it s a shame JD died because I would have liked the
characters to be able to give him grief for what he did Overall,
not satisfied with the ending of this series and really didn t
believe in the HEA. Loved this story Both Evan and Angie were
too hurt and stubborn for their own good Thank goodness they
realized it before they were lost to each other forever Best
book in the series Good way to end the series JD did know
what he was doing in the end He lived his family and did know
his children better than they knew each other.Trust is so
important If people talked and trusted that those who loved
them would understand, life would prevent a lot of sorrow and
broken hearts Honest truly is the best policy. Wedding Bells
Ring In USA TODAY Bestselling Author Barbara Dunlop S
DYNASTIES THE LASSITERS Tale In The Fight Sparked By
Her Late Father S Will, Angelica Lassiter Has Come Out On
Top Deposing Her Former Fianc As CEO She S Won Control
Of Her Birthright But Lost The Fianc She Loved The Cruel
Irony Is That She And Evan Must Now Pretend To Be A
Couple To Make Their Best Friends Wedding Work Evan
McCain Quickly Warms To His Role In This Fake Reunion, And
The Kisses Are Much Than A Ruse But Can He Trust This
Woman Enough To Give Her A Second Shot At Being His
Bride Evan McCain and Angelica Lassiter were engaged when
her father s will left Evan in charge of the media empire Then it
was discovered in some manner revealed in another book in
the series that Angelica actually was meant to run the
businesses The engagement was broken and hard feelings
ensue Now their best friends are getting married and Evan and
Angelica pretend to become engaged again so as not to mar
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their friends wedding Lame storyline plus Evan is way too
ready to tell Angelica how to run the business even when his
opinion was not requested Angelica just says I m sorry, you
were right Not very realistic. D2324 Sep14 Dynasties The
Lassiters 6 Angelica Lassiter has fought her father s will, which
put her fianc Evan McCain in as CEO of Lassiter Media This
book brings the result that Evan is out, after Angelica gives up
her fight for the company for the happiness of her family The
twist now is Angelica and Evan are forced to work together as
maid of honor and best man for friends. Great character
development combined with the right amount of emotional
conflict make this story a stand out Loads of passion,
interesting secondary characters and a dramatic flood scene
make this reunion worth the wait RT Book Reviews, 4 1 2
stars.Miniseries Dynasties The Lassiters Really good story, but
I felt the issues between Evan and Angelica were not
completely resolved. I did enjoy it, but I thought Evan deserved
a proper apology from Angelica and he never really got it so
although I was happy with their HEA I wasn t completely
satisfied
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